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OK, now higher melts:  what about growth of the congruently melting compound, CeSb?
This is tricky if done just out of the binary:  very high temperatures and lots of defects (due to vapor pressure and entropy).

But why would you want to grow this compound anyway?



Multiple transitions in temperature and field

CeSb
M(H), M(T), r(H) and r(T) data can be used to assemble an H-T phase diagram of fantastic detail.  This system was studied extensively in the 70’s and 80’s by several neutron scattering groups as well as serving as the inspiration for the ANNNI model.  



OK, now higher melts:  what about growth of the congruently melting compound, CeSb?
This is tricky if done just out of the binary:  very high temperatures and lots of defects (due to vapor pressure and entropy).

Can this be grown out of extra elements in manner similar to growing a salt out of water?
This question is the essence of flux growth.



When I was first faced with this goal I simply tried several of the “usual suspects”, i.e. low melting elements that offered good solubility for both Ce and Sb.Sn worked best



http://www.tulane.edu/~sanelson/geol212/ternaryphdiag.htm
We are now talking about a ternary growth.                    We have added another dimension.

In many cases we are guessing how to ski blind, on a slope we can only speculate about.
Note, when the ternary diagram is known (rarely) it looks a lot like a topo-map.



Ce-Sb

We can use binary phase diagrams to give sense of edges of the ternary.



There are only low melting compounds of Sn and Sb



If the Ce is dilute in Sn, then we only worry about CeSn3 at low temperatures.



3rd element flux

(CeSb)0.05Sn0.95
1100 °C 800 °C

Sn

Ce Sb

eg: CeSb / Sn
In this case we can think of this as a pseudo-binary cut through the Ce-Sb-Sn ternary phase diagram.

(Spin at 800 to avoid the CeSn3 2nd phase)

CeSb Sn

T

CeSb



M(H), M(T), r(H) and r(T) data can be used to assemble an H-T phase diagram of fantastic detail.  

Complex field and temperature dependent magnetism can be found in CeSb, especially very high purity single crystals grown out of Sn in this method.



For the rest of this lecture we will review other examples of growth design and implementation.   I will try to point out issues associated with:

Silica Softening---When using silica tubing you must respect T ~ 1200 C
Vapor pressure (attack)
Crucible stability

--------------------------------------------------------------
But before that do be aware of:

Toxicity of compounds before reaction
Toxicity of compounds after reaction

Expense of it all…Quartz, crucibles, elements….

Check before you start





But First…..



But First…..
Let’s play 



But First…..
Let’s play 

Eat, Wear or Kill!!!!



Eat, Wear or Kill
The oxide of this element is / has been Eaten, Worn, or Kills You.  (Remember the answer can be more than one of the above.)

Zn
Pb
Si
Be
Bi
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Pb:
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Eat, Wear or Kill
The oxide of this element is / has been Eaten, Worn, or Kills You.  (Remember the answer can be more than one of the above.)

Zn: ZnO -- eat, wear
Pb: PbO -- eat, wear, kill (Sugar of lead was made by 

treating PbO with acetic acid.)

Si:  SiO2 -- eat, kill
Be:  BeO -- kill
Bi:  Bi2O3 -- eat (Pink bismuth is a bismuth oxide core structure with 

salicylate ions attached to the surface.)





Let’s start with an example of a growth that appears to be easy, but requires attention to

Silica Softening---When using silica tubing you must respect T ~ 1200 C

Crucible stability



Let’s try to grow GdFe2.  

SiO2 softening

Heat to 1200 C and cool



Let’s try to grow GdFe2.  This presents several problems.  The first is the fact that both elements are relatively high melters.  If we just put Gd and Fe in a crucible and heated to 1200 C they would not react (surface area of contact matters).

SiO2 softening

Heat to 1200 C and cool

NOTHING HAPPENS!!!



To solve this problem, an arc-melter can be used to pre-alloy (essentially finely mix through quench cooling) the elements to allow growth below 1200 C

SiO2 softening



Classic thermite reaction:  Fe2O3 + 2Al  Al2O3 + 2Fe + D (heat)

Or in this case, Gd reacts with Al2O3…..
Al2O3 + 2Gd  Gd2O3 + 2Al + D (heat) 

Second problem:
Lots of Gd will attack Al2O3 via a thermite-type reaction

(Results in damaged / leaking crucible as well as contaminated and depleted melt.)



Lots of Gd which attacks Al2O3 via the thermite reaction
We solved this by developing a 3-cap Ta crucible.



A B

C

Now, let’s look at ternary phase diagrams in a little more detail.

Corners are pure element



A B

C

10% C

Line parallel to one edge gives percentage of element on opposite corner.

20% C
30% C

90% C



A B

C

10% C

30% A

60% B

A30B60C10
Given point in phase diagram defines unique composition.



A B

C

If we draw a line from a point on edge to tip, then ratio of edge elements stays same as we simply add tip element.  E.g., A:Cratio stays same as we add B.



RAgSb2 compounds can be grown out of excess Sb.
This is similar in spirit to growing CeSb2 out of excess Sb:  we are growing out of an excess of one of the constituent elements

RAgSb2 to start

Now for some ternary compounds.



SbCe

Ag

CeAgSb2 (Ce25Ag25Sb50)  can be grown from a melt with initial stoichiometry of Ce4Ag9Sb87. Same works for R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd…

1200 C                  670 C120 hours

This growth can be place in Al2O3 and sealed in silica.  Temperature profile is:



Now ternary growths out of eutectics:
RNi2Ge2 and RCu2Ge2 series.

Both the Ge-Cu and the Ge-Ni binaries have low, broad eutectic valleys. 



A ternary growth out of an eutectic:  RCu2Ge2

R



CeCu2Ge2 (m = 2 g)

1190 C 825 C
200 hours

Grown in a 5 ml Al2O3crucible, sealed in silica



RAgGe can be grown out of a Ag-Ge rich melt.  In this case the starting melt reflects the Ag-Ge eutectic composition.

R

RAgGe



Crystals of RAgGe have allowed for the study of anisotropic metamagnetism as well as the discovery of new quantum critical properties in YbAgGe.

Melt stoichiometry:  Yb10Ag68Ge22
1100 C                        850 C100 hr



Here is a 1992 summary of binary and ternary samples that I had grown out of binary, ternary and quaternary melts.

This is a very powerful technique for exploratory growth.  Over about two (plus) decades my group has made close to 10,000 growths similar to the ones I have been describing.  



We can also examine a few more ternary growths.  These are highly complex compounds that are actually simple to grow, pointing out that just because humans consider them complex does not imply anything about their free energy or nucleation rate.

Although we have been working on these compounds for nearly 20 years now, the recent Nobel Prize in Chemistry has made them more contemporary….



M. C. Escher gives a tip of the pen to this in his famous work: reptiles.  Whereas you cannot have a tessellation of pentagons, you can form a Platonic solid: the pentagonal dodecahedron.  This is what the lizard is rising out of the page and blowing smoke on….

Keep your eye on the dodecahedron….



Quasi-crystals:  non-crystalline but highly ordered (aperiodic) systems



In 1997 we became interested in growing RMgZn quasicrystals (to study their magnetic properties).   All prior samples had been     poly-grain and poly-phase.
At that point it was appreciated that this curious phase was stable.
It was also appreciated that they were incongruently melting.
Additionally, in 1997 it was reported that they had an exposed surface of solidification!
At this point you should know what this means!!!

R9Mg34Zn57 quasicrystals



Single grain R9Mg34Zn57
via solution growth

Growth was done out of a Mg rich solution in Ta 3-cap crucible due to extreme reactivity of Mg with Al203 and silica.



Solution grown single grain of R9Mg34Zn57 revealing natural growth habit.
With samples like this we were able to clearly determine the intrinsic properties of this compounds.



Growth of decagonal Al72Ni11Co17

Grown in 5 ml (or larger) Al2O3 with ~ ¼ atm. partial pressure Ar to mitigate effects of Al vapor pressure.





Ag5Ba has a width of formation.  

Widths of formation and line compounds.

Ag5Ba can form with a variety of compositions and even have a single crystal with a spread of stoichiometries.

Ag2Ba, AgBa and Ag2Ba3are show to have no width of formation and are called “line” compounds.



Decagonal Al72Ni11Co17 has a width of formation that we can track

Width of formation changes with temperature

L



High resolution scattering from AlNiCo-decagonal phase used for commissioning of camera at APS.
2012 image from                A. Goldman and A. Kreyssig.



High resolution scattering from AlNiCo-decagonal phase used for commissioning of camera at APS.
2012 image from                A. Goldman and A. Kreyssig.



Growth of icosahedral  Al71Pd21Mn8

Grown in 5 ml (or larger) Al2O3 with ~ ¼ atm. partial pressure Ar to mitigate effects of Al vapor pressure.



Growth of icosahedral  Al71Pd21Mn8

This growth is a rare combination of a very low nucleation rate and an initial melt very close to the sample stoichiometry.  This is why we can grow such large grains.  It also led us to grow over a very narrow temperature range with very high yields.



An aside comment about 
nucleation:
As we have seen for the quasicrystalline compounds, very large single crystals can be grown via solution growth.  These compounds, and other, large-unit cell compounds often have fewer nucleation sites (higher cost to form nucleus) and as a result have fewer, larger crystals.



RNi2B2C:  A quaternary growth out of self-flux eutectic
This is a tricky growth.
Refractory compound
It is incongruently melting

On the other hand, there is a nice eutectic in the B-Ni binary system….



RNi2B2C growth 
This is a two step growth:
1) Under protective atmosphere heat to 1500 and cool slowly to 1200 and quench.
2) Seal in silica, reheat to 1200, soak and then decant.

Grown from equal masses of RNi2B2C and Ni2B Ni2B

RN
i 2B 2

C



RNi2B2C crystals grow as plate and can even by crucible limited….                                (again, cryptomorphic disks) 



Superconducting for R = Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Lu, Y----TC values ranging from 17 K – 6 K
Magnetic order for R = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm----TN values ranging from 20 K to 1.5 K

RNi2B2C family     R = Gd – Lu, Y
P. C. Canfield et al. Physics Today Oct. 1998



Over these two lectures you have heard me state that if you know how to design, discovery, and grow samples you have the freedom to create the sample that will allow you to pursue the science that appeals to you.

Let me give you a recent example that illustrates how we go about this, from “crazy idea” all the way to model systems.



Dilute, rare earth bearing, 
intermetallic compounds.  

I wanted to see if I could find interesting physics in intermetallics with very dilute rare earths that are still fully occupying a unique 
crystallographic site.

I wanted to go from quasicrystals (formally an infinite unit cell) and progress back toward crystalline materials…with rare earth bearing compounds.

(Motivation #1)



Dilute, rare earth bearing, intermetallic 
compounds.  (Motivation #2)

I wanted to study localized and hybridizing moments that were simultaneously (i) approaching the single ion limit and yet (ii) fully occupying an unique crystallographic site.

I made a very comprehensive  list of R-bearing, large unit cell compounds and started sorting through it.
(For experts, start at the end of one of the Pearson indexes and work backwards….)

Both motivations pointed toward large unit cells and provided a rationalization for exploring some new chemical and structural spaces.



The RT2Zn20, (T = Fe, Co, Ni, Ru & Rh) family was discovered by           T. 
Nasch, et al. Z, Naturforsch. 52b 1023(1997). 
There were virtually no physical characterization measurements made 
on its members, probably due to (i) issues of purity in polycrystalline form 
and (ii) a prejudice that the transition temperatures would be very low, if 
detectable.  E.g. we have also grown isostructural GdTi2Al20 and 
GdV2Al20 samples for which TN ~ 2.5 K.

We have expanded 
this phase space to 
include T = Os, Ir, Pt 
(and also some Mn 
substitution); over 100 
compounds have 
been made.

RT2Zn20



RT2Zn20 might be possible out of excess Zn.  

BUT…



Zn has a significant vapor pressure….We needed to develop protocols for handling growths that could (and did) explode due to too high of pressure in silica tube.



RT2Zn20 can be grown from excess Zn.  It actually “likes” to grow.

YFe2Zn20
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RT2Zn20 revealed Stoner enhanced magnetism as well as doubled number of known Yb-based heavy Fermions.



As we end, let’s look at more contemporary superconductors:  The FeAs-based (AE)Fe2As2 (AE = Ba, Sr, Ca) compounds.
This is a return to Sn growth….
Over the decades we have used Sn as very powerful flux for the growth of many intermetallic compounds:  RSb, various R(TM)2Ge2 and R(TM)2Si2 compounds, Yb14MnSb11 and other compounds.

Within 14 hours of reading of superconductivity in K-doped BaFe2As2 we had devised a method of growing sizable single crystal of these materials and started studying their physical properties.



With Sn growth we opened the (AE)Fe2As2 compound up for study.  The samples are well formed, but a bit small.



BaFe2As2

BaAs

Fe

BaFe2As2 (as well as Sr- and Ca-variants) can be grown out of a FeAs rich melt.  In this case the starting melt is based on the binary compound FeAs.  This keeps the vapor pressure down and prevents explosions.  Crystals are not so        well faceted, but up to multi-grams in mass…..



With well defined samples in hand we could start our systematic study of the physics of the system….It was these growths that led us to become world leaders in this field.

(Ba0.55K0.45)Fe2As2



The Deep Peritectic Project
My undergraduates (or even high school students as young as 16) have a project to grow and study binary compounds that are know crystallographically, but that are deeply peritectic.  For most of these materials, no single crystal measurement have been made (even phase pure polycrystalline samples are hard to make and measure).
For example:  look at PtSn4.  

Pt0.04Sn0.96 60 hr600 C to 350 C  



Deep Peritectic Project

Extremely high purity compound with large magneto-resistance and quantum oscillations



Sc-Zn binary phase diagram
Very little is known about the binary ScZn12.
There was data indicating that we could grow this phase between 475 C and 415 C.

Deep Peritectic Project



Deep Peritectic Project

Sc3Zn97Decant at 480 C

We discovered the second known, stable binary quasicrystallinematerial:   i-Sc12Zn88



Deep Peritectic Project

Sc3Zn97Decant at 480 C

We discovered the second known, stable binary quasicrystallinematerial:   i-Sc12Zn88

Even in “simple binary” systems there are still undiscovered, potentially interesting phases….Challenge for predictive, materials-by-design efforts.



Deep Peritectic Project
We speculated that other, binary QC should exist near known approximants, possibly, effectively hidden as deeply peritecticcompounds.

ScZn6 is an approximant

i-Sc12Zn88 has a very limited growth range.



Deep Peritectic Project GdCd6 has a QC approximate structure and was reported to be the most Cd-rich composition in the binary.



Deep Peritectic Project
Based on our i-Sc12Zn88 QC discovery we searched for a i-R-Cd binary, moment bearing QC and found it on our first growth.   



We could grow single grains of i-R-Cd quasicrystals for R = Y, Gd – Tm.  This meant that we had non-magnetic Y, isotropic Gd, and CEF split moments of Tb-Tm



Whereas for the RCd6 (the crystalline approximant) there is long range, magnetic ordering, for the i-R-Cd QC there appears to be spinglass freezing at low temperatures.



Before ending, let me emphasize that physics does not have to be done on single crystals….You do the best physics you can with the samples you can make or get.

Let me review my groups most famous failure to grow single crystals…



Early 2001

Wild Rumor:  
MgB2 superconducts just below 40 K!!!

Is this another USO?



Immediately there were four Basic questions.

Can we make it?

Can we confirm TC?

Can we address the mechanism of this superconductivity?

Can we delineate this compounds basic properties?



This is a very inauspicious phase diagram.  There is no exposed    liquidus line at all.
This is not promising for crystal growth.

MgB2, can we make it?

We actually tried over 100 growths with various ternary and even quaternary melts….



At 950 C Mg has     ~ 1/3 atm vapor pressure

Often vapor pressure is a problem

This time we use it to our advantage!
Within two days we found… 



At 950 C the B powder is no 
where close to melting, but we 
found that it will react with Mg 
vapor (~1/3 atm. at 950 C) to 
form MgB2 within as little as    
3 hours.

Ta Can
SiO2 Ampoule

Mg

B



Since the Department of Physics at Iowa State University 
is in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, we teach the 
classics of philosophy:  Socrates and Aristotle, Freud and 
Jung, etc.  In the words of Mick and Keith,



Since the Department of Physics at Iowa State University 
is in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, we teach the 
classics of philosophy:  Socrates and Aristotle, Freud and 
Jung, etc.  In the words of Mick and Keith,



You can't always get what you want
But sometimes you get what you need

Even though, as a group, we specialize in making measurements on single crystals, we 
found a lot of good work could be done of very high purity polycrystalline samples….



In addition, if you have discovered how to make the world’s best example….

Or, going back to our cuisinal analogy:

If ground pork is the only pork around….You use what you can get (or in our case make).



Sometimes you can do a lot with polycrystalline samples….



Sometimes you can do a lot with polycrystalline samples….
~ 50 published papers
The first three Physical Review Letters have near 2500 citations themselves.



Does it superconduct?     YES!



If we start with the BCS equation for TC:  kBTC = 1.13ħwDe -1/VN(EF)
we can see that TC is directly proportional to wD.

Can we address the mechanism of superconductivity?

Real sample Ball-spring model of lattice Single mass and spring

w = √k/m

k
m

So, within this cascade of gross assumptions, TC should vary as 1/√m



Boron  Isotope 
Experiment

DT = 1.0 K
(for simplest model expected DTC ~ 0.85)
TC ~ MaB, aB = 0.26
Consistent with 
phonon-mediated BCS.



For MgB2 ~ 750 K
For Mg ~ 320 K
For Si ~ 625 K
For Diamond ~1860 K
(high wD for MgB2)
g ~ 2.5 ± 0.75 mJ/mole-K2

(small g means small N(EF))

From Cp(T) data we learn:
qD



For MgB2 ~ 750 K
For Mg ~ 320 K
For Si ~ 625 K
For Diamond ~1860 K
(high wD for MgB2)
g ~ 2.5 ± 0.75 mJ/mole-K2

(small g means small N(EF))

But we should not forget 
the triangles….

From Cp(T) data we learn:
qD



Specific heat of MgB2 was measured to well below Tc in 1957

Journal of the American Chemical Society, 79 3641 (1957)



Journal of the American Chemical Society, 79 3641 (1957)
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 217003 (2004)

Although high purity MgB2 has a rather low, and rather anisotropic, Hc2(T) curve, we discovered how to systematically improve it….Dramatically.                               

Tuning of Tc and Hc2 with light 
carbon doping makes MgB2superior to Nb3Sn (in H-T space).

Mg(B1-xCx)2 studies



As a Physicist (in my case) I am willing to do the necessary measurements on the best samples that I can make at the time.

In this case, the best I could make, the world’s highest purity polycrystalline samples, were what allowed my group to define the physics of MgB2within the first few months of its discovery.

Single crystals are indeed good, but sometimes you don’t get what you want….



Summary:
I hope that some of you now simply want to get into the lab a play around with growth.  
-----------
You are NOT limited to the four samples that your Professor found in a drawer.  
All Physics does not have to be found in Si.
You can try to discover, design, and make crystals that will allow you to pursue the specific science that interest YOU.



That’s All Folks





If time, some bonus papers….
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Given our interest in light, MgB2-like superconductors, and need to move up the Bi, Sb, As, P, N column, mastering growth of N-bearing compounds is a long term goal.

First step is to be sure we can safely get N in and out of solution….
As in many things ---доверяй, но проверяй ---- Trust, but verify



Given our interest in light, MgB2-like superconductors, and need to move up the Bi, Sb, As, P, N column, mastering growth of N-bearing compounds is a long term goal.

Li3N

Nature of investigation: calculatedNature of investigation: experimental

In order for us to use a melt, we need to be sure we can control it and understand it.  This involves issues of crucible compatibility, pressure over melt, reactivity, etc.  We can get N in and out of Li and Ca and we are exploring other melts as well.



Li2(Li1-xFex)NNature Comm.5 (2014) 4333

PRB 91 (2015) 180403(R)

In the case of Li3N, we found that transition metals substituted on one of the Li sites can have HUGE, single ion anisotropies and that we can track the anisotropy across the 3d-shell filling.





In many cases attempts at ternary growths involve educated guesses.  Very few ternary phase diagrams are known or established.  This means that for many of the cases reviewed today we had to iterate in on an optimized stoichiometry and temperature profile from the initial, first guesses.  

As in cooking, experience is beneficial.  In the same way that you know nutmeg brings out flavor in a white sauce, it becomes clear that Sn or In are good solvents for Si and Ge based compounds.

On the other hand, once a stoichiometry has been chosen, we can simplify the determination of temperature profile by calorimetric measurements on small samples.

¿So, is this really so dependent on guess work?



Calorimetric data can provide guidance as to the temperatures of the start and end of crystallization.  This information is particularly important when primary solidification                                         occurs over a very limited temperature                                         range.



We have developed a method of encapsulated small samples of volatile and / or reactive melts  for calorimetric measurements.

We tested this on a melt that was both reactive and volatile.
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